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The answer to Test 42 is option 3:he had a surgical operation
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On 6 November 2003 the man had a surgical operation for a heart disorder. Above is his
Harmonic Chart for that date.





Daily Age Harmonic Chart has Aries Rising. Ruler Mars rules also the 8th House,
which immediately suggests surgery
the Vertex conjunct Mars emphasizes the Martian energy and indicates a
significant life event
Mercury at the 8th cusp and ruling the House of Illness squares the Equatorial
Ascendant (the person)
hospitalization is shown by the Moon in the 8th House trine Saturn in the 12th ,
Saturn sextile Neptune, Ruler of the 12th , and Jupiter on the Ascendant ruling the
12th

The only other possibility – arrested for cocaine trafficking – is ruled out by the absence
of a coercive aspect from Pluto to Jupiter.
The aspects that reveal the answer are the four with the smallest orbs:
1. Saturn sextile Neptune
2. Mercury square Eq.
3. Mars conjunct the Vertex
4. the Moon trine Saturn

--10 Astrologers participated in the Test. 5 Astrologers found the correct answer. You can
read their findings below in order of receipt.

Christine Kaspers (Netherlands)
uses Vedic Astrology and Profections
He was in a Venus-Moon-Saturn-Moon-Venus Dasha




Venus is lord of the 8th = operation and Venus sits in the 12th from the 8th . The
12th being hospital. Also Venus is debilitated as Gnaatikaraka and aspecting the
1st House of body and health
Moon is in the 12th House of hospital. Moon is lord of the 6th House of disease
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Saturn is in the 1st of body and health and Lord of the 12th of hospital. Saturn is
aspected by Mars, karaka for operation. Besides also aspected by Venus, the
Mahadasha, as Lord of the 8th of operation
Moon again - see above
Venus again - see above

Profections







He was just 66 years old, what activated his 7th House
His 7th House is active from 16.10.2003 till 16.10.2004
From 16.10.2003 till 16.11.2003 is also 7th House; in that period falls 6.11.2003
Lord of the 7th is Mercury, sitting in the 7th
Mercury squares Mars and Mars is Lord of the 8th from the 7th ; 8th House is
operation
Also in the 7th is the Sun as Lord of the 12th from the 7th, hospital

Erica Eilert Hein (Germany)
uses the AH Technique






Ruler from the Asc. and the 8th House (Mars) is in Scorpio (surgery), Mars conj.
Vx
Jupiter (Ruler 12th House, hospital) conjunct the Asc. and Co-ruler, Neptune,
sextile Saturn (illness)
Co-ruler from the 8th House, Pluto, in 12th , Mars and Pluto in reception
Ruler from the 6th House (Mercury) in Scorpio and cusp 8th House

Biwheel


Natal -Mars square AH Pluto
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Irene Knudsen (Germany)
Solar, Lunar and Moon/Sun Phase Return.
Moon/Sun Phase Return:




Sun (co Ruler of the 6th ) in the 8th House square Saturn (Ruler of the 1st t and 12th
House)
Moon, Ruler of the 6th House (sickness) in 1st House (body) and conjunct
Mars/Uranus/Ascendant (operation)
Mercury, Ruler of the 8th and Saturn both attack the Aquarius-Ascendant : which
is sickness, operation and hospitalization

Susanne Tietgens (Germany)
uses Classic Astrology, Solar Arc, Secondary Progression, Lunar, 7th -Rhythm








in Solar Arc Jupiter is at the Ascendant. Jupiter in natal chart is in Capricorn
(fall). It means, that his physical condition is bad now. This Jupiter Aspect is also
bad for the Moon, because Jupiter is in exaltation in Cancer. In the natal chart the
Moon is in the 12th House. Mars is in exaltation in Capricorn, that‘s why Jupiter
is interested in Mars (Mars = surgery)
in the secondary progression, the Moon is on top of the 6th House in natal chart
(health). The Part of Fortune is on Jupiter in natal chart (good for the
improvement of his condition)
In Secondary progression (backwards) the Moon (from the 12th House) is
conjunct the Sun (natal chart) – he went into hospital
Lunar: Jupiter is in the 6th House opposite Mars-Moon in the 12th House. He was
in hospital for a surgical operation to improve his condition.
7th -Rhythm: at the age of 66 and one month, the Moon was activated in the 12th
House
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Aurora Paquet (France)
uses Profections







the Profected Asc. at the age of 66yrs is in Virgo, Mercury is the Year Lord
in Virgo we see Venus in Fall, Ruler of the 8th close to Neptune, Ruler of the 1st
which pronounces a chaotic year
the Profected Ascendant is in the 6th Solar Return House of health
Azimene at 14°09’Scorpio is in the 8th House, Dispositor Mars is in the 12th .
Venus is Almuten of the 1st and 8th House
By Solar Arc Jupiter transits the Ascendant is square the Mc and opposite
Venus,(Ruler of the 8th ).

K. Lakshmi (India)
uses Cuspal Inter Links ,SSL system by Khullar

Dasa operating on 6 -11- 2003 was Ve-Mo-Me-Ve-Ma-Ra.
All these planets are operating 1-8 either by involving 8 and committing 1 or involving
Ascendant and Committing 8th House. Jupiter is SSL of Progressed Ascendant
Chart. Jupiter also operates 1-8 in the Natal chart. Moon's co-ruling Planets in the
progressed chart activates 1-8 in the progressed chart itself. Further JUPITER transits
in Mercury sign which is Antara Lord and Saturn Transits over 8th cusp SSL confirm
that the native had surgical operation.
---

Well done everybody. It’s a joy to read and learn from all your contributions!
A new Test will be published round and about April 1st 2019
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